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CARVER 31" KAI LENNY LAVA SURFSKATE
COMPLETE CX/C7
Code: 21CAKAILA0

€ 349,00

CARVER 31" KAI LENNY LAVA SURFSKATE COMPLETE CX/C7
 
PRO MODEL - KAI LENNY
Maui native Kai Lenny defies easy categorization, having truly mastered so many board riding disciplines that listing them all
seems impossible; Surf, Hydrofoil, Kite, Windsurf, Stand Up Paddle, Prone Paddle,
Outrigger Canoe, Big Wave Tow-In, and now Surfskate. A first to do many things, break records and exceeds the imaginable over
and over, this Surfing Hall of Famer is widely considered one of the best
waterman in history. So when we saw him surfskating on his own Carver with his inimitably bold style we were stoked. Kai is a true
aloha ambassador, and
we’re proud to have him help spread the surfskate stoke with his sunny smile and charging feats.

31" KAI LAVA:

Kai created this Lava pattern for his upcoming surfboard
quiver and wanted to use it on this mid-sized mainstay too,
pressed in the Hyperspoon mold for a deep-dish spoon nose
contoured for your carving pleasure.

 

	Truck Option: CX
	Truck Color Option: Raw Only
	Wheels: 69MM Smoke Concave
	Bearings: Built-In
	Grip Tape: Deck Pad
	Hardware: Stainless Steel
	Length: 31"
	Width: 10 1/4"
	Wheelbase: 17"
	Nose: 3 1/2"
	Tail: 6 1/4"

	Length: 31"
Surfcorner Store
Viale Umago 27 47921 Rimini, Italy
+39 0541 083880 
Url: https://www.surfcornerstore.com/carver_31_kai_lenny_lava_surfskate_complete
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	Width: 10 1/4"
	Wheelbase: 17"
	Nose: 3 1/2"
	Tail: 6 1/4"

 

	Length: 30 1/4"
	Width: 9 7/8"
	Wheelbase: 16 1/2"
	Nose: 3 3/8"
	Tail: 6 1/4"

	Truck Option: CX
	Truck Color Option: Raw
	Wheels: 69MM Concave Smoke 78A
	Bearings: Built-In
	Grip Tape: Single Stringer Print Logo
	Hardware: Stainless Steel
	Length: 30 1/4"
	Width: 9 7/8"
	Wheelbase: 16 1/2"
	Nose: 3 3/8"
	Tail: 6 1/4"

RESIN SERIES - RYAN MARTZ
Growing up, Ryan Martz was surrounded by a steady stream of the most skilled glassers on the coast, so it’s no wonder that he is
now one of the most sought after resin artists in the world. Ryan’s dad Greg Martz
started the Waterman’s Guild in 1983 to create the best glass shop in Southern California, where Ryan learned his trade.
“Growing up under my dad, he was a perfectionist, so he drove that quality is always the
bottom line here, and that’s been present since day one.” Paying his dues and working up the ranks, Ryan has developed his own
signature style of resin work, each a one-of-a-kind painting made in flowing
pigments that recall the movement of water or fire, frozen in time. Returning for his third resin series for Carver, Ryan made these
custom designs the old school way, with pigmented resin on fiberglass
for a true surf/skate graphic.

30.25” FIREFLY:
A slightly shorter version of our classic Resin, this
nimble model is a little snappier and easier to pump
for smaller riders looking for their go-to surfskate.
A proven favorite that’s just the right length so you can
pump it with ease and still drop in on any hill with
confidence, this is the standard by which all others are
measured.
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